Warren Hills Regional School District
Challenge, Empower, Support...To prepare students for life beyond
Warren Hills.

Week of

2/24- 3/3/21

Course

Civics

Teacher

Maria Forsythe

Unit

Legislative Branch

Learning Objectives
Students will learn the process of how a bill becomes a law.
Assignment

I-Civics Game
“Law Craft”

Instructions
Students will work on this game during class. If they do
not complete the assignment they will have to do it at
home. A worksheet of some form will accompany this
game.
They will use their Google accounts to Login to I-Civics
in order to access this game.
Engage your students in the hard work of lawmaking with
our newly upgraded, Law Craft!
In the game, students navigate steps for crafting a
law, from selecting a district to represent to reviewing
letters from constituents and digging into survey data to
drafting a bill that serves the people. As they complete
each step, students learn to make compromises and
balance competing issues while still passing a bill they’re
proud of.

Resources

Approx. Time*

https://www.icivics.org/
30 minutes

Learning Objectives:

Study Guide

●

Simulate the lawmaking process of the U.S.
Congress

●

Given a national issue, balance competing
interests to create a law

●

Make connections between a law's text and the
values it represents

●

Explore the relationship between a legislator and
a diverse constituency

●

Evaluate legislation for impact on various
socioeconomic groups

Students will be given an electronic study
guide that will be located on the teacher’s
Google stream page. The study guide will
cover all the information needed to
successfully pass a Google Forms test on the
legislative branch.

Study guide, vocabulary list, web
However long
quest answers, how a bill becomes a they need to
law slide show notes.
study to do
well on the
assessment.

*This is the estimated time the teacher expects the assignment to take. If the assignment is taking substantially more or less time, please contact the teacher.

Live Interaction Times

Follow students schedule

Office Hour Times

8 A.M.
9 A.M.

